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Abstract: The Launch Services Program at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center (KSC) is the primary gate for
acquiring commercial vehicles to provide a cost-effective ride to space for NASA spacecraft. With the
lunar Gateway, more human tended elements are planned for launch. One challenge facing the space
industry is the proliferation of communication and science transmitters at frequencies beyond the
qualification of space avionics and instruments. Studies have ensued to examine the intricacies of
performing radiated susceptibility testing and analysis above 18 GHz. Changes in the launch vehicle
communications interface to the range have also led to new launch vehicle antenna systems and more
reliance on GPS and telemetry systems. Finally, research initiated at KSC in the area of predicted electric
field distributions in launch vehicle payload fairings have spawned Small Business Technology Transfer
initiatives for industry to investigate statistical algorithm and computational improvements in large payload
fairing modeling of transmitters at frequencies in the GHz range. These topics, along with electromagnetic
compatibility testing for launch vehicles will be discussed.
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